
   Groups can be transported back to the 
16th century at the annual Arizona 
Renaissance Festival, one of the largest in 
the U.S. The festival will be held below 
the foothills of the Superstition Mountains 
every Saturday and Sunday from February 
11th through April 2nd (including Presidents’ 
Day  Monday, February 20th). 
   The festival re-creates a European- style 
country fair filled with an agreeable rabble 
of knights, rogues, royalty and craftsmen 
— all roaming throughout a 30-acre, 
charm-filled village with 200 quaint shops, 
13 stages of nonstop entertainment, an 
arena for full-contact armored jousting, 
kitchens, pubs and people-powered games 
and rides. 
Characters in Renaissance garb populate 

the festival. 

 

   Foolish pleasures mix with artisan 
treasures as group members shop, eat and 
revel, with a cast of nearly 2,000 colorfully 
costumed characters, actors, dancers and 
musicians. These are the people who 
populate the bustling fair to ensure a good 
time for the nearly 260,000 visitors, who 
mingle with the characters creating wacky 
and unpredictable medieval mayhem. 
   Live jousting tournaments are among the 
festival's most popular attractions. Held 
three times daily, the tourneys come 
complete with knights on charging horses, 
clanging weapons and a great deal of 
braggadocio. 
   The re-created 16th-century festival is 
home to many traditions, including 
chomping down on a giant roasted turkey 
leg. It also features demonstrations of time
-honored crafts such as weaving, glass 
blowing, blacksmithing, and pottery 
throwing. 
   Another special event within this giant 
fair is The Pleasure Feast. This one and a 
half-hour, five-course medieval feast 
features live music and comedy 
entertainment, all you can eat and drink, 
plus festival souvenir. With limited seating 
twice daily, advance feast reservations are 
recommended. 

   Groups of 15 or more are eligible for 
reduced admission on tickets ordered at least 
two days in advance. 
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Group Organizer! 
 

Take your group on a trip back in time to the  
2017 Arizona Renaissance Festival and SAVE. 

 

Magic awaits at our unique event!   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Gather your group for a fun-filled adventure at the Festival 
and receive a group discount!  Group discount tickets afford 
you and your group an opportunity to receive the best prices 

available for Festival admission.   
 

Simply complete the Group Order Form on the back side of 
this sheet and save $3 for each adult and child.  A 15 ticket 

minimum purchase is required to receive the group rate; the  
Group Organizer receives FREE admission! 
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